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A brave starship crew are drawn into the schemes of interplanetary powers competing for galactic domination, in this epic space
opera from the best-selling strategic boardgame, Twilight Imperium Captain Felix Duval and the crew of the Temerarious quietly
patrol a remote Mentak Coalition colony system where nothing ever happens. But when they answer a distress call from a moon
under attack, that peaceful existence is torn apart. They rescue a scientist, Thales, who’s developing revolutionary technology to
create new wormholes. He just needs a few things to make it fully operational… and now, ordered to aid the scientist, the
Temerarious is targeted by two rival black-ops teams intent on reacquiring Thales. Can Felix trust Thales? Or is this a conspiracy
to tip the balance of power in the galaxy forever?
Paizo Publishing is the award-winning publisher of fantasy roleplaying games, accessories, and board games. Pathfinder Tales:
Liar's Bargain is the latest in their popular novel series. The sequel to Hugo Award Winner Tim Pratt’s Liar’s Island! For charming
con man Rodrick and his talking sword Hrym, life is all about taking what you can and getting away clean. But when the pair are
arrested in the crusader nation of Lastwall, Rodrick faces immediate execution, with Hrym spending the rest of eternity trapped in
an enchanted scabbard. Their only hope lies in a secret government program in which captured career criminals are teamed up
and sent on suicide missions too sensitive for ordinary soldiers. Trapped between almost certain death and actual certain death,
the two join forces with a team of rogues and scoundrels, ready to serve their year-long tenure as best they can. Yet not everyone
in their party is what they seem, and a death sentence may only be the start of the friends’ problems. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Best New Horror combines dozens of the best and grisliest short stories of today. For twenty-five years this series has been
published in the United Kingdom as The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror, and now comes to the US to delight and terrify
thriller enthusiasts. This has been the world’s leading annual anthology dedicated solely to showcasing the best in contemporary
horror fiction. This newest volume offers outstanding new writing by masters of the genre, such as Joan Aiken, Peter Atkins,
Ramsey Campbell, Christopher Fowler, Joe R. Lansdale, John Ajvide Lindqvist, Robert Silverberg, Michael Marshall Smith,
Evangeline Walton, and many others! Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire,
historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including
Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
For a quarter of a century, this multiple award-winning annual selection has showcased some of the very best, and most
disturbing, short stories and novellas of horror and the supernatural. As always, this landmark volume features superior fiction from
such masters of the genre and newcomers in contemporary horror as Michael Chislett; Thana Niveau; Reggie Oliver; Tanith Lee;
Niel Gaiman; Robert Shearman; Simon Strantzas; Lavie Tidhar; Simon Kurt Unsworth and Halli Villegas. With an in-depth
introduction covering the year in horror, a fascinating necrology and a unique contact directory, The Mammoth Book of Best New
Horror remains the world?s leading anthology dedicated solely to presenting the very best in modern horror. Praise for previous
Mammoth Books of Best New Horror: 'Stephen Jones . . . has a better sense of the genre than almost anyone in this country.' Lisa
Tuttle, The Times. 'The best horror anthologist in the business is, of course, Stephen Jones, whose Mammoth Book of Best New
Horror is one of the major bargains of this as of any other year.' Roz Kavaney. 'An essential volume for horror readers.' Locus
A big, exciting new novel from New York Times bestseller Carrie Jones! Move over Pixies, this time Carrie Jones is excorsising
GHOSTS! A brand new paranormal romance about ghosts, love and family secrets-certain to be a smash hit!
When the leader of the ruthless Technic League calls in a favor, the mild-mannered alchemist Alaeron has no choice but to face a
life he thought he'd left behind long ago. Accompanied by his only friend, a street-savvy thief named Skiver, Alaeron must head
north into Numeria, a land where brilliant and evil arcanists rule over the local barbarian tribes with technology looted from a
crashed spaceship. Can Alaeron and Skiver survive long enough to unlock the secrets of the stars? Or will the backstabbing
scientists of the Technic League make Alaeron's curiosity his undoing? - From Hugo Award-winner Tim Pratt comes a fantastical
adventure of science, savagery, and the vagaries of the human heart, set in the world of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game and tied
into the Iron Gods Adventure Path. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Constantine’s conversion to Christianity marks one of the most significant turning points in the epic of Western civilization. It is
also one of history’s most controversial and hotly-debated episodes. Why did Constantine join a persecuted sect? When did he
convert? And what kind of Christian did he ultimately become? Such questions have perennially challenged historians, but modern
scholarship has opened a new door towards understanding the fourth century’s most famous and mysterious convert. In
Constantine and the Divine Mind, Chandler offers a new portrait of Constantine as a deeply religious man on a quest to restore
what he believed was once the original religion of mankind: monotheism. By tracing this theological quest and important historical
trends in Roman paganism, Chandler illuminates the process by which Constantine embraced Christianity, and how the reasons
for that embrace continued to manifest in his religious policies. In this we discover not only Constantine’s personal religious
journey, but the reason why Christianity was first developed into a world power.
Rayojini lives an idyllic life among the soulscapers of Taparak until she reaches the age at which she will be initiated into their
ranks. The fact that her guardian-pursuers are so much more real than those of other soulscapers puzzles her. Then, as she
delves deeper into the cause of a mysterious affliction akin to fear, the guardians' attentions become unavoidable.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Welcome to THE NEX. Teenager Miranda Candle finds a mysterious necklace and is suddenly transported to The Nex, the bizarre
city at the center of all possible universes, where she falls in with a pair of would-be revolutionaries-the skinshifter Howlaa and the
bodiless Wisp-fighting the oppressive regime of the city-state's Regent and his army of steam colossi, cynical cyborgs, and the
depraved royal orphans. This is a classic story filled with new twists. Featured in this volume are two related bonus stories, "Dream
Engine" and "We Go Back."
In this debut novel, acclaimed short-story author Tim Pratt delivers an exciting heroine with a hidden talent—and a secret duty.
Witty and suspenseful, here is a contemporary love song to the West that was won and the myths that shape us. . . . As night
manager of Santa Cruz’s quirkiest coffeehouse, Marzi McCarty makes a mean espresso, but her first love is making comics. Her
claim to fame: The Strange Adventures of Rangergirl, a cowpunk neo-western yarn. Striding through an urban frontier peopled by
Marzi’s wild imagination, Rangergirl doles out her own brand of justice. But lately Marzi’s imagination seems to be altering her
reality. She’s seeing the world through Rangergirl’s eyes—literally—complete with her deadly nemesis, the Outlaw. It all started
when Marzi opened a hidden door in the coffeehouse storage room. There, imprisoned among the supplies, she saw the face of
something unknown . . . and dangerous. And she unwittingly became its guard. But some primal darkness must’ve escaped,
because Marzi hasn’t been the same since. And neither have her customers, who are acting downright apocalyptic. Now it’s up to
Marzi to stop this supervillainous superforce that’s swaggered its way into her world. For Marzi, it’s the showdown of her life. For
Rangergirl, it’s just another day. . . .
With strength, wit, rakish charm, and a talking sword named Hrym, Rodrick has all the makings of a classic hero - except for the
conscience. Instead, he and Hrym live a high life as scoundrels, pulling cons and parting the weak from their gold. When a
mysterious woman invites them along on a quest into the frozen north in pursuit of a legendary artifact, it seems like a prime
opportunity to make some easy coin - especially if there's a chance for a double-cross. Along with a hooded priest and a half-elven
tracker, the team sets forth into a land of witches, yetis, and ancient magic. As the miles wear on, however, Rodrick's companions
begin acting steadily stranger, leading man and sword to wonder what exactly they've gotten themselves into... From Hugo Awardwinner Tim Pratt, author of City of the Fallen Sky, comes a bold new tale of ice, magic, and questionable morality set in the world
of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game.
A new YA standalone novel about dark faeries with surefire appeal by Sarah Porter, the critically-acclaimed author of Vassa in the
Night and When I Cast Your Shadow. Seductive. Cruel. Bored Be wary of... Never-Contented Things A Novel of Faery Prince and
his fairy courtiers are staggeringly beautiful, unrelentingly cruel, and exhausted by the tedium of the centuries—until they meet
foster-siblings Josh and Ksenia. Drawn in by their vivid emotions, undying love for each other, and passion for life, Prince will stop
at nothing to possess them. First seduced and then entrapped by the fairies, Josh and Ksenia learn that the fairies' otherworldly
gifts come at a terrible price—and they must risk everything in order to reclaim their freedom. “Sarah Porter is a genius. Her
language is lush and dangerous, and her books burn with the beautiful, ferocious intensity of a bonfire in the darkest night. Read
Never-Contented Things with the lights on. Then read it again.”—Brittany Cavallaro, New York Times bestselling author of A Study
in Charlotte “Sarah Porter’s Never-Contented Things creates a creepy new world like none I’ve seen before. Eerie, edgy, and
filled with mystery, Porter takes us to the depths of the magical and psychological.”—Danielle Paige, New York Times bestselling
author of Dorothy Must Die At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Determinedly cataloging the Unnatural creatures in her father's museum, Vespa Nix, a girl from an alternate-universe London, is
pressured to become a lady and marry before finding her fate tied to that of Syrus Reed, whose Unnatural-revering Tinker family
has been forced into slavery. By the author of the Hallowmere series.
Child of prophecy? Harbinger of Doom Zaltys is a girl like any other to grow up ranging thejungles of the Southern Lluirwood.
She’s a crack shot with a bow and no stranger to the dangers that lurk beneath the deep forest canopy. On expedition with her
family to harvest the forbidden terazul flower, a powerful drug that has gathered many a dreamer into its narcotic embrace, Zaltys
is about to unearth a truth long buried by the feculent loam of deception. As the veil is lifted on the world Zaltys thought she knew,
a pathway to the Underdark promises the answers her family never gave. Venturing forth in search of truth, Zaltys finds betrayal to
be a much easier quarry. But it will take more than a lode of lies to quell the venom in her veins. From the Paperback edition.
Featuring the story, 'In Another Country', that inspired the motion picture, 45 Years. Also featuring selected stories from David
Constantine's Comma Press back catalogue : Under The Dam (2005); The Shieling (2009); Tea at the Midland (2012). Released
one day before 45 Years, which will be released as a major film (Film4 / BFI) starring Charlotte Rampling and Tom Courtenay.
Directed by Andrew Haigh (Weekend , HBO’s Looking).

When an unknown relative dies, Bekah inherits a small fortune and a large house filled with junk. Trey Howard, the young
lawyer handling the estate is a bonus. But then she discovers some of the junk is magical, and the house is filled with
monsters.
In this collection of over 100 primary sources, many translated for the first time, Faith Wallis reveals the dynamic world of
medicine in the Middle Ages that has been largely unavailable to students and scholars.
SCIENCE FICTION. FANTASY. HUMOR. This is the third annual volume of Unidentified Funny Objects and it contains
twenty-three humorous short stories from some of the genre's best-known authors, as well as talented up-and-comers.
These are some of the unlikely characters you will encounter in the pages of this book: * Hobo Satan * Vampire novelist *
Traveling robot salesman * Brain-in-a-jar superhero * Jinn trapped in a mattress
John and his associates investigate why Steve Evans' well-intentioned invention caused mass suicides, which led to the
quarantine of Glasgow.
The transformation from the classical period to the medieval has long been associated with the rise of Christianity. This
association has deeply influenced the way that modern audiences imagine the separation of the classical world from its
medieval and early modern successors. The role played in this transformation by Constantine as the first Christian ruler
of the Roman Empire has also profoundly shaped the manner in which we frame Late Antiquity and successive periods
as distinctively Christian. The modern demarcation of the post-classical period is often inseparable from the reign of
Constantine. The attention given to Constantine as a liminal figure in this historical transformation is understandable.
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Constantine’s support of Christianity provided the religion with unprecedented public respectability and public
expressions of that support opened previously unimagined channels of social, political and economic influence to
Christians and non-Christians alike. The exact nature of Constantine’s involvement or intervention has been the subject
of continuous and densely argued debate. Interpretations of the motives and sincerity of his conversion to Christianity
have characterized, with various results, explanations of everything from the religious culture of the late Roman state to
the dynamics of ecclesiastical politics. What receives less-frequent attention is the fact that our modern appreciation of
Constantine as a pivotal historical figure is itself a direct result of the manner in which Constantine’s memory was
constructed by the human imagination over the course of centuries. This volume offers a series of snapshots of moments
in that process from the fourth to the sixteenth century.
The best writers of our generation retell classic tales. From Sir Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queene to E. M. Forster's
"The Machine Stops," literature is filled with sexy, deadly, and downright twisted tales. In this collection, award-winning
and bestselling authors reimagine their favorite classic stories, the ones that have inspired, awed, and enraged them, the
ones that have become ingrained in modern culture, and the ones that have been too long overlooked. They take these
stories and boil them down to their bones, and reassemble them for a new generation of readers. Written from a twentyfirst century perspective and set within the realms of science fiction, dystopian fiction, fantasy, and realistic fiction, these
short stories are as moving and thought provoking as their originators. They pay homage to groundbreaking literary
achievements of the past while celebrating each author's unique perception and innovative style. Today's most acclaimed
authors use their own unique styles to rebuild the twelve timeless stories: Sir Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queene Saladin Ahmed W. W. Jacobs's "The Monkey's Paw" - Kelley Armstrong Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu's "Carmilla" - Holly
Black "Sleeping Beauty" - Neil Gaiman The Brothers Grimm's "Rumpelstiltskin" - Kami Garcia Kate Chopin's The
Awakening - Melissa Marr Rudyard Kipling's "The Man Who Would Be King" - Garth Nix Henry James's "The Jolly
Corner" - Tim Pratt E. M. Forster's "The Machine Stops" - Carrie Ryan Horace Walpole's The Castle of Otranto Margaret Stohl William Seabrook's "The Caged White Werewolf of the Saraban" - Gene Wolfe Nathaniel Hawthorne's
"The Birth-Mark" - Rick Yancey And six illustrations by Charles Vess
Sozomen, a native of Palestine, was a Church historian who lived in the 5th century A.D. His Ecclesiastical History
consists of nine books, which roughly coincide with the reign of Roman emperors.
What would you do if you woke up and found yourself in a parallel universe under an alien sky? This is the question Zax
Delatree must answer every time he closes his eyes. Every time Zax Delatree falls asleep, he travels to a new reality. He
has no control over his destination and never knows what he will see when he opens his eyes. Sometimes he wakes up
in technological utopias, and other times in the bombed-out ruins of collapsed civilizations. All he has to live by are his
wits and the small aides he has picked up along the way - technological advantages from techno-utopias, sedatives to
escape dangerous worlds, and stimulants to extend his stay in pleasant ones. Thankfully, Zax isn't always alone. He can
take people with him, if they're unconscious in his arms when he falls asleep. But someone unwelcome is on his tail, and
they are after something that Zax cannot spare - the blood running through his veins, the power to travel through worlds...
File Under: Science Fiction [ Green Power | Sweat Dreams | Waking Nightmare | Zax of all Trades ]
The crew of the White Raven returns to save the galaxy, in this brilliant space opera sequel to The Wrong Stars Ancient aliens, the Axiom,
will kill us all – when they wake up. In deep space, a swarm of nanoparticles threatens the colonies, transforming everything it meets into
computronium – including the colonists. The crew of the White Raven investigate, and discover an Axiom facility filled with aliens hibernating
while their minds roam a vast virtual reality. Sebastien wakes up, claiming his altered brain architecture can help the crew deactivate the
swarm – from inside the Axiom simulation. To protect humanity, Callie must trust him, but if Sebastien still plans to dominate the universe
using Axiom tech, they could be in a whole lot of trouble… File Under: Science Fiction [ Nanowar | Let Sleeping Gods Lie | Upgraded | For the
Colony ]
Clarkesworld is a Hugo and World Fantasy Award-winning science fiction and fantasy magazine. Each month we bring you a mix of fiction,
articles, interviews and art. Our December 2020 issue (#171) contains: * Original fiction by Fiona Moore ("The Island of Misfit Toys"), Lisa
Nohealani Morton ("Things That Happen When You Date Your Ex''s Accidentally Restored Backup From Before The Divorce"), Michael
Swanwick ("The Last Days of Old Night"), Robert Reed ("Conversations in the Dark"), Chi Hui ("No Way Back"), AnaMaria Curtis ("Forward
Momentum and a Parallel Toss"), and Andy Dudak ("Songs of Activation"). * Non-fiction by Carrie Sessarego, interviews with Stina Leicht and
Tim Pratt, and an editorial by Neil Clarke.
The fourth volume of the annual Unidentified Funny Objects series features the theme of dark humor. What happens when you ask some of
the genre's masters to interpret this theme? The enclosed twenty-three darkly humorous tales range from black comedy to biting satire to
morbid irony and everything in between. Inside this book you'll find Faustian bargains gone awry, time-traveling ghosts, flawed supervillains,
talking hamsters, and much more. Featuring stories by: George R. R. Martin Neil Gaiman Andrew Kaye Caroline M. Yoachim Esther Friesner
Brent C. Smith Laura Pearlman Tim Pratt Piers Anthony Ian Creasey Oliver Buckram Anaea Lay Karen Haber Eric Kaplan Jody Lynn Nye
Tina Gower Zach Shephard Mike Resnick James Aquilone Michael J. Martinez Tina Connolly Gini Koch Jonathan Ems
1864. London is a city in transition. The Constantine Affliction–a strange malady that kills some of its victims and physically transforms others
into the opposite sex–has spread scandal and upheaval throughout society. Scientific marvels and disasters, such as clockwork courtesans,
the alchemical fires of Whitechapel, electric carriages, and acidic monsters lurking in the Thames, have forever altered the face of the city.
Pembroke “Pimm” Hanover is an aristocrat with an interest in criminology, who uses his keen powers of observation to assist the police or
private individuals–at least when he’s sober enough to do so. Ellie Skyler, who hides her gender behind the byline “E. Skye,” is an intrepid
journalist driven by both passion and necessity to uncover the truth, no matter where it hides. When Pimm and Skye stumble onto a dark plot
that links the city’s most notorious criminal overlord with the Queen’s new consort, famed scientist Sir Bertram Oswald, they soon find the
forces of both high and low society arrayed against them. Can they save the city from the arcane machinations of one of history’s most
monsters–and uncover the shocking origin of . . . THE CONSTANTINE AFFLICTION.
The Constantine AfflictionSkyhorse Publishing, Inc.
1864. London is a city in transition. The Constantine Affliction–a strange malady that kills some of its victims and physically transforms others
into the opposite sex–has spread scandal and upheaval throughout society. Scientific marvels and disasters, such as clockwork courtesans,
the alchemical fires of Whitechapel, electric carriages, and acidic monsters lurking in the Thames, have forever altered the face of the city.
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Pembroke “Pimm” Hanover is an aristocrat with an interest in criminology, who uses his keen powers of observation to assist the police or
private individuals–at least when he’s sober enough to do so. Ellie Skyler, who hides her gender behind the byline “E. Skye,” is an intrepid
journalist driven by both passion and necessity to uncover the truth, no matter where it hides. When Pimm and Skye stumble onto a dark plot
that links the city’s most notorious criminal overlord with the Queen’s new consort, famed scientist Sir Bertram Oswald, they soon find the
forces of both high and low society arrayed against them. Can they save the city from the arcane machinations of one of history’s most
monsters–and uncover the shocking origin of . . . THE CONSTANTINE AFFLICTION
"Fourteen-year-old Jake had ignored the letters marked 'Highly Confidential' for too long, so they sent his a message he couldn't miss. 'Don't
even think about screaming, new kid. Very bad things will happen if you scream.' And that's when Jake stopped pretending to be a spy.
Because the others weren't pretending at all."--Page 4 of cover.
William Hope Hodgson was a contemporary of H. P. Lovecraft, and Clark Ashton Smith, and was one of the most important and influential
fantasists of the 20th century. His novel The Ghost Pirates is a take-no-prisoners supernatural adventure story that is just as powerful today
as it was 100 years ago. In addition to his landmark novel, this volume contains some of his most influential short fiction; from his
supernatural detective Thomas Carnacki to tales of the mysterious Sargasso Sea. The Ghost Pirates and Others is the perfect introduction to
the magic, mystery and adventure of William Hope Hodgson.
This is a 2016 revised version of this popular, highly-0 rated, but out-of-print book. Some of the most intriguing orchids are those classified as
miniatures - plants that range from just an inch or two in height to a maximum of 12 inches. Steven Frowine profiles more than 300 of these
gems, including representatives of some of the most popular genera. Entries include information on the plant's geographic or hybrid origin;
details about the flowers; bloom season; mature size and habit; ease of culture; light and temperature requirements; recommended potting
medium; history; and tips for success. The author's high-quality photographs make identification a snap and provide welcome help when
you're selecting plants for your collection.
PRAISE FOR QUEER CITY “Always entertaining . . . much to be recommended.”—The Spectator “A nimble, uproarious pocket history of sex
in his beloved metropolis.”—Independent “Ackroyd has an encyclopedic knowledge of London, and a poet’s instinct for its strange,
mesmerizing drives and urges . . . Queer City contains something to alarm or fascinate on every page.”—The Mail on Sunday “Droll,
provocative and crammed to busting with startling facts.”—The Guardian “Succinct, perceptive and robust.”—Daily Telegraph In Queer City,
the acclaimed Peter Ackroyd looks at London in a whole new way–through the complete history and experiences of its gay and lesbian
population. In Roman Londinium, the city was dotted with lupanaria (“wolf dens” or public pleasure houses), fornices (brothels), and thermiae
(hot baths). Then came the Emperor Constantine, with his bishops, monks, and missionaries. And so began an endless loop of alternating
permissiveness and censure. Ackroyd takes us right into the hidden history of the city; from the notorious Normans to the frenzy of executions
for sodomy in the early nineteenth century. He journeys through the coffee bars of sixties Soho to Gay Liberation, disco music, and the horror
of AIDS. Ackroyd reveals the hidden story of London, with its diversity, thrills, and energy, as well as its terrors, dangers, and risks, and in
doing so, explains the origins of all English-speaking gay culture.
After escaping the ruthless Lector, Zax Delatree has a new enemy to fight in the sequel to Doors of Sleep. Every time Zaxony Delatree falls
asleep he wakes on a new world. His life has turned into an endless series of brief encounters. But at least he and Minna, the one companion
who has found a way of travelling with him, are no longer pursued by the psychotic and vengeful Lector. But now Zax has been joined once
again by Ana, a companion he thought left behind long ago. Ana is one of the Sleepers, a group of fellow travellers between worlds. Ana tells
Zax that he is unknowingly host to a parasitic alien that exists partly in his blood and partly between dimensions. The chemical that the alien
secretes is what allows Zax to travel. Every time he does, however, the parasite grows, damaging the fabric of the Universes. Anas is
desperate to recruit Zax to her cause and stop the alien. But there are others who are using the parasite, such as the cult who serve the
Prisoner – an entity trapped in the dimension between universes. Every world is like a bar in its prison. The cult want to collapse all the bars
of the worlds and free their god. Can Zax, Minna, Ana and the other Sleepers band together and stop them?
Constantine is a drifter, a man with a lot of miles behind him and a lot more ahead and a number of jobs in between that never showed up on
anyone's books. He hitches a ride on a bright spring morning with a little man named Polk. Heading down a country road in Polk's hopped-up
muscle-car, the two men share a few cigarettes. This is how it starts. Later, when Constantine walks toward the big brick house, the Beat in
his head, the grip of the .45 warm in his hand, the siren wailing in the night at his back, he thinks that the whole thing started on that road,
with the car stopping for his upturned thumb. He thinks that the things that happen to a man are put in motion by something just that small,
that random. He thinks about that, and he laughs. But he keeps walking. Shoedog is noir writing at its finest, a modern crime novel with the
lingering resonance of good whiskey and the brutal recoil of a shotgun blast.
Seventeen of the funniest science fiction stories published in the past decade (2005-2015), featuring alien invasions, global conspiracies,
time travel and even animal uprisings. Fiction by Hugo and Nebula award winners and nominees as well as talented newcomers. Stories
were selected by the Unidentified Funny Objects series curator Alex Shvartsman.
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